LOS ANGELES (September 2018) — Step up your style game – fast. Bentley elevates color and design flexibility with Redux™, the brand’s newest addition to its growing modular carpet lineup and quick ship offering.

Taking its inspiration from fan-favorite Multiplay™ – Bentley’s top product with more than 1.25 million square yards sold since 2015 – Redux is a textured, multi-directional, small-scale design. But there’s nothing small about its coloring. One color shifts into the next to create fluid movement across the room – a gradual blending that produces an all-over ombré pattern for a dynamic aesthetic.

Part of Bentley’s FAST TRACK program, Redux is quick to ship within 10 business days of order – offering designers with tight timelines new levels of possibilities.
Redux is available in 13 colorways, which combines standard colors from Multiplay to create entirely new hues. Redux can be specified on its own, or mixed and matched with Multiplay or other products in the Bentley line, allowing for endless design options.

Ideal for any commercial interior – from corporate to higher education to retail to healthcare – Redux lets designers use color to highlight a particular area within the space.

Redux is made with Antron® Lumena™ Type 6,6 Nylon for ultimate color and performance. In addition, Redux offers three tile sizes: 9-inch by 36-inch, 18-inch by 36-inch and 24-inch by 24-inch, and is available in NexStep® Cushion Tile, AFIRMA™ Hardback Tile, and AFFIXX™ Hardback Tile, Bentley’s adhesive-free hook and loop system for modular carpet tile.

The Fast Track program includes two tile options, 18-inch by 36-inch and 24-inch squares, with NexStep® Cushion Tile and AFIRMA™ Hardback Tile backing options.

Redux is Cradle to Cradle Certified™, NSF® 140 certified, CRI Green Label Plus certified and produced in a LEED®-EB:OM Gold-certified manufacturing facility. Along with Environmental Product Declarations (EPDs) and Health Product Declarations (HPDs), Redux also features the Declare® label and has achieved LBC Compliant status through the Living Building Challenge.
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**About Bentley**

Defining style, color, quality and service for more than 30 years, Bentley Mills, Inc. manufactures and markets award-winning broadloom, carpet tile and area rug products for all commercial interiors across the globe. Bentley is recognized for leadership in product design, style and customer service. Bentley is committed to sustainable commerce, and, as the largest commercial carpet manufacturer in California, the company operates in a LEED®-EBOM Gold carpet mill. For more information, contact Bentley at 800.423.4709 or visit us at bentleymills.com or on Facebook, Twitter, Pinterest, LinkedIn, Instagram and Google+.
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